Focus on quality, delivers best in and on their fields. Rothman Institute, official sports medicine provider for Ultimate Lacrosse Club

(Amber, PA – Ultimate Lacrosse Club)

The premier girl’s lacrosse club, Ultimate Lacrosse, has developed a tradition of delivering the highest level of lacrosse over the past 12 years. Founded and led by one of the lacrosse world’s top coaches internationally and nationally, Michele DeJuliis, Ultimate Lacrosse provides a platform where college coaches flock to recruit their prospects. Known for its intensity, innovation and focus on skill development, its lacrosse players are well prepared to continue their passion into the next level. Similarly, Rothman Institute, the premier sports medicine provider, focuses on innovation, quality of care and maximizing an athlete’s ability to participate. Additionally, Rothman Institute recognizes that many adults want to continue their active lifestyle and has developed non-invasive methods to keep them moving.

As Ultimate Lacrosse began to seek partners, aligning with the Rothman Institute as their official sports medicine provider seemed like a perfect match. “Rothman Institute has similar values that we invoke with the Ultimate Lacrosse Club. We care about quality and outcomes, and work diligently to deliver on expectations. It is a particularly good partnership due to the preventive information we can share with our student-athletes, but also as a resource for our parents, many of them who are prior athletes and may have chronic injuries that may need attention.” Besides providing value to the 500 players in the Ultimate family, Rothman will be attending major tournaments in Pennsylvania and New Jersey interacting with thousands of families in the communities they serve.

About Rothman Institute
The Rothman Institute is internationally recognized for excellence in orthopedic science and technology. Our physicians are experts in their specialty areas, leaders in clinical research and innovators in the development of advanced treatment methods and technologies. Rothman has 20 offices in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, a new 7 day a week Orthopedic Urgent Care Center in Marlton, NJ as well as their Rothman Institute Concussion Program located in the Jefferson Comprehensive Concussion Center at the Navy Yard in Philadelphia. Rothman is proud to be recognized by US News & World Report, Philadelphia Magazine, Main Line Today, South Jersey and SJ Magazines for having the most Top Doctors in Orthopedics in the Region.
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